HAZ Metal started producing fixing systems in 1993. HAZ Metal today has the technical know how and the technology to produce all types of fixing systems used for facade cladding. HAZ Metal designs and manufactures the following product lines:

- Stone fixings anchors
- Sub channel systems
- Anchor channel systems
- Framing systems
- Brickwork support systems
- Concrete panel support systems
- Anchor bolts & Undercut bolts
- Secondary steel structures

Steel structures for special application requirements are also designed and produced in HAZ Metal which are custom designed to meet project specifications.

Standard and customized production is made for all product categories to meet the special needs of projects. Products are produced from stainless steel and galvanized steel raw materials. Stainless steel grade EN 1.4301 (AISI 304) & EN 1.4401 (AISI 316) and galvanized mild steel grade EN 1.0038 (S235JR) & EN 1.0976 ( S355MC) are used in the production of fixing systems.

Quality Standards

HAZ Metal implements EN, DIN, BS and ASTM standards in the design and production works. Production is strictly controlled within the tolerances of these standards.

All products are produced by its own personnel, applying the latest production methods with modern machinery. The quality control team, under the supervision of a mechanical engineer, is selected from long serving and experienced foremen.

Production is checked during each production step and is compared with the production drawings and specifications. The company is strictly bound to the concept of ISO 9001:2008 and “Total Quality Management” system. A quality assurance system has been set up and is running. It covers the control of each process in manufacturing. Control checks are documented and are recorded.

The application of this management system is maintained and is a part of day to day operations.

Technical Service

HAZ Metal designs and produces quality fixing systems targeted to high end construction projects. Through constant improvements in product design, production methods and new product programs, the company strives to offer better solutions and services for the needs of their customers who are active in the ever demanding construction industry.

HAZ Metal is committed to improve operational performances by pursuing internal investment in adopting design & management software programs and in development of personnel through constant training. Through these processes the company is determined to provide the highest level of service to their prospective clients.